On the modularity of recognition memory for object form and spatial location: a topographic ERP analysis.
Event-related potentials from 61 scalp sites were used to examine the brain processes subserving recognition memory for object forms and spatial locations. Subjects memorized line drawings of highly familiar objects and their spatial locations within a two-dimensional matrix. Prior to the test phases a cue indicated whether object-based or spatially-based recognition judgements were required. Recognition judgements were faster and more accurate for spatially-based than for object-based judgements. A variety of topographical differences in the ERP waveforms as a function of recognition task emerged: First, when the cue indicated that object-based judgements were required, negative slow wave activity extending for several hundred ms with a maximum at frontal recording sites was obtained. Conversely when spatially-based judgements were required, slow wave activity developed over parieto-occipital areas. Second, early portions of the old/new effects evoked by the test items (i.e. 300-600 ms after stimulus onset) showed a similar anterior-posterior dissociation as a function of recognition task. Third, for object-based, but not for spatially-based, judgements, late old/new effects (i.e. 700-1600 ms) were found with a clear maximum at right frontal recordings. The results are consistent with the view that functionally and anatomically different brain systems are involved in recognition memory for object form and spatial location. They further suggest that the retrieval of object forms involves conceptual semantic integration processes.